perhaps 10 times since the original and who knows how many more since

ZEUS had his Gay Companion light the Eternal Flame that started the
Olympic games. But to the civilized world it is a sign and a ritual
to the skill and craft of an Art to Physical games.
'To the Ancient, it ís a time to come together, and watch and observe
the phenomenon of the GREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT, because it is the sign and
ritual to the working five powers of the Ancient Prophet.
Many of you individually, see the next sign with fear and respect. It is considered a sign of skill and a civilized science.
A sign that
breaks the barrier between life and death, yet it has no healing power.
This science has the exclusive rights to grow, separate, mix, and change medicines that belong to the art and sciences of the
Ancient. By law the
science has the only right to create new testtube germs to be used on the cheaper I'aces(determined from the MANIFEST
DESTINY)and to give medicine to people, to ease pain and suffering., By this sign and under the protectie of the law, it can kill
the descendants of Ancients, using the parts of the body_such as Hearts, Kidneys, and others.; that are needed by other people
who have these bad body parts which have to be replaced, under' the legal concept that this being; was no more than a
CADAVER, which is a Latin word meaninga body to be taken apart. Don't hide yet! In the days of this civilized wolcld when
they still had GODS, GODDESSES, and HIGH PRIESTS, a sign was hung from the neck of a Captured Ancient who was on his
way to
the civilized Temple meaning:NO ONE CAN MEASURE BY VIRTUE OR LAW THAT THIS SPIRITUAL PERSON WHO IS
NOT ONE OF US, WILL BE CRUCIFIED, AND NO ONE CAN HELP THIS ANCIENT. SHOULD THE GREAT SPIRIT
REMOVE THIS HUMAN FROM THIS SITUATION, THAN THERE IS A CREATOR,._ GREAT SPIRIT.

